IN the absence of disturbing factors, a phenotypic trait whose genetic variance is determined by alleles at a single locus will respond to selection pressure until fixation of the most desirable allele is attained. Presumably similar exhaustion of genetic variation may account for deceleration and eventual cessation of gains from selection of a character under polygenic control. It is, however, also possible that other factors may interfere with the realisation of genetic gains long before the limitations imposed by the decrease in genetic variability enter the picture to a significant degree. Attention to a number of factors possibly responsible for this phenomenon has been drawn by Lush (I94), Dempster and Lerner (ig4), Lerner (1950) and others. In for a character not intrinsically connected with viability, rate of maturation, and fecundity is practiced, the individuals excelling in the desired trait and thus selected to be the parents of the next generation are not always those possessing the greatest fitness under natural selection. If they are actually less fit in the latter sense than individuals nearer the mean of the population with respect to the trait under artificial selection, it is clear that some of the artificial 75
(I94), Dempster and Lerner (ig4) , Lerner (1950) and others. In general these factors represent mechanisms falling into one of two categories :-(a) Negative correlation of the selected trait with fitness, and (b) non-additive gene action (and possibly genotype-environment interaction). The first of these may take the form of a negative correlation in individuals chosen as parents between genotypes for the selected trait and the numbers of surviving offspring, or of a negative correlation in their offspring between genotypes for the selected trait and the probabilities of survival to maturity. Lerner (1950) has called genetic homeostasis, or the property of a population at an adaptive peak to resist changes in its genetic composition. The more common and evolutionarily effective form of genetic homeostasis is, of course, selection for fitness which tends to maintain the population at an adaptive peak. Under artificial selection, however, differences in what may be called natural fitness are not necessarily any longer the sole determinants of selective advantage. Thus if artificial selection for a character not intrinsically connected with viability, rate of maturation, and fecundity is practiced, the individuals excelling in the desired trait and thus selected to be the parents of the next generation are not always those possessing the greatest fitness under natural selection. If they are actually less fit in the latter sense than individuals nearer the mean of the population with respect to the trait under artificial selection, it is clear that some of the artificial 75 selection pressure applied will be dissipated in overcoming the pull of natural selection in the opposite direction from that of artificial selection. Under such circumstances, relaxation of artificial selection would result in the complete or partial return of the population to its original level with respect to the trait under selection.
Both (a) and (b) are basically varieties of what
Examples of this situation are provided in the long-range Drosophila selection experiments of Mather and Harrison (i4) , of which only one needs to be cited here. From an F2 cross between two strains of Drosophila melanogaster previously not subjected to artificial selection, a line selected for a high number of abdominal chta was established.
Reasonably regular gains were obtained for 20 generations, but concurrently there occurred a reduction in fertility of such severity as to threaten the extinction of the line. Selection was suspended at this point and the line reproduced en masse, with the result that chta number reverted in the course of 5 generations to approximately the original level. With minor fluctuations this level was henceforth maintained for over ioo further generations.
At the 24th generation a selected line was again started from the mass culture. This line responded to selection without a loss in fertility and when selection was once more suspended io generations later no drop in chta number was observed.
Mather and Harrison interpreted these results in terms of Mather's (1941, i) theory of polygenic balance. Briefly speaking, the gist of it as applied to this particular instance lies in the existence of linked combinations of genes some of which affect chata number and others fitness. Under a high selection pressure for chta number alleles with adverse effects on fitness were carried to high frequencies, being, so to speak, locked into blocks with desirable gross effects on chta number. With suspension of the pressure for the latter trait, natural selection for fitness could once more operate to its full extent. In the meantime between the 24th and the 34th generation, blocks of different genic content arose as a result of crossing-over, so that a new adaptive peak at a higher level of chta number came into existence. Whether Mather's particular theory of polygenic balance or a broader basis such as suggested by Hazel (see p. 239 in Lerner, 1950) for the induction of negative genetic correlations between two traits under selection (chta number and fitness in the Drosophila example described) be accepted, it seems that should mechanisms of this type be in operation in any given selection experiment, they might be detected by investigating rates of reproduction of individuals. Data for such an investigation are available from two experiments conducted with poultry. The purpose of the present communication is to examine them in the light of our previous remarks in order to determine, if possible, which of the three general factors * (exhaustion of variability, * A fourth factor may be noted in the reduction of selection pressure. However, unless selection for other traits is introduced this factor must be in turn produced by one or more of the three listed ones.
balance between fitness and a trait under artificial selection, and non-additive variability) are of greatest significance in decreasing the efficiency of genetic gains under selection. In the first of these experiments, that on shank length, an actual plateau has been reached, although it is possible that the plateau is only a temporary one, such as obtained by Mather and Harrison in some of their selected lines.
In the second experiment, on egg production, it is impossible to say at the present time whether progress has stopped. Nevertheless, the attrition of the artificial selection pressure by natural selection in the opposite direction is still subject to investigation even if only a reduction of the rate of gain per unit of pressure applied is obtained.
SELECTION FOR SHANK LENGTH Lerner (1943) has previously reported on the earlier phases of this experiment. It consisted of the establishment of a line of Single Comb White Leghorns selected for long shanks at maturity from the University of California production-bred flock which later served as an unselected control. Table i shows the progress attained from average gains per year obtained in the first seven years as compared with that in the second (based on the regression of shank length on year, and allowing a one-year overlap in• the two periods), which appear at the bottom of the last column in the table. Table 2 presents an analysis of variability of the successive generations of the selected line. The heritability figures given are estimates from intra-class half and full sister correlations. They represent a considerable amount of variation from year to year, but the comparison between the average variability in the first and second halves of the period of selection indicates that the amount of genetic variance and the degree of heritability have not materially changed in the course of selection. This is substantiated by intra-sire daughter-dam regressions which lead to heritability estimates of 0 332 for the first and o542+o2o for the second half of the selection period. It may be parenthetically noted that the heritability of shank length in the parent flock (the production line) was found to be o38, a figure comparable to the averages corrected for inbreeding in table 2.* It seems that consanguineous mating practiced in the selection line has not reduced the genetic variance to the extent which might be indicated by the magnitude of the coefficient of inbreeding, paralleling the previous findings of Shoffner (1948) . The significance of this observation cannot, however, be adequately assessed at this time.
We may thus see that in this experiment response to selection has ceased, although the genetic variability available for selection to operate on has not been exhausted. The question then arises as to which of the mechanisms noted as the possible explanations of such situations can be held responsible for the phenomenon observed.
To simplify the computations bearing on this question, we may confine our analysis to the offspring of dams used as parents for the first time, since the inclusion of re-mated dams would introduce selection criteria (in particular their reproductive performance and progeny tests) which would complicate the situation. In the material at hand, The first mechanism suggested lies in the lowered reproductive rate (as measured by the number of offspring reaching maturity) of parents with genotypes for longer shanks. It is quite apparent from the index of fitness in table 3 that this possibility exists, since the average number of offspring per dam has dropped from 375 in the period of gains to 2.47 in the period of the plateau. The question, however, is whether the elimination of offspring was differential or independent of the genotypes of the selected parents. We an attack this problem first on the phenotypic level, since the answer for the female parents at least does not present a difficult problem. If we consider the birds selected as parents of the next generation in any year we can readily compute the expected selection differential by subtracting from their average shank length the average of their own generation. If we weight the shank lengths of these females by the number of their offspring which survived until the time of measurement, the weighted average obtained would represent the realised selection differential. The ratio of the realised to the expected selection differential provides a measure of association between fitness and shank length. If it is less than unity, it means that among the selected birds those with longer shanks produce, on the average, less offspring than those with shorter shanks. This would provide a strong indication that natural selection for fitness does indeed operate in the opposite direction from artificial selection fbr longer shanks.
It may be seen that the selection pressure attempted, although variable from year to year, did not change much, if at all, between the period in which gains were realised and the one in which no further progress was obtained. On the other hand, the realised selection differential showed a considerable drop. The ratio between the two was o94 for the period ending 1945, and only o77 for the last six years. Althou'gh the gain realised in any year does not always reflect the variation in this ratio, it seems quite clear that by and large selection for fitness of dams has been in the opposite direction to selection for shank length, only mildly opposing it at first and fairly It may thus be seen, that differences in hatching power are the ones primarily responsible for the variation in the reproductive rate SELECTION IN POULTRY 8i of dams having different shank length. Variation in egg production, fertility of eggs, and post-hatching mortality is not involved in the first period, although both egg production and chick survival differences contribute to the drop in the realised selection differential in the second. The computations made so far strongly suggest that a polygenic balance of some sort may be in operation. It must, however, be realised that the negative correlation between shank length and reproductive fitness deduced to exist is on a phenotypic level. The attrition in the genotypic selection differential may be even greater than the ratio of 077 in table 2 indicates. To check this possibility computations were carried out for the expected and the realised selection differentials of family averages (including the dams) in a manner exactly similar to that described above for individual measurements. Family averages should provide somewhat better estimates of the genotypes of the dams than do their phenotypes. Indeed, the realised selection differential in the second period computed on this basis is an even smaller fraction of the expected selection differential. This is shown in the following table and suggests that the negative correlation between number of offspring and shank length may be greater along the genotypic than along the environmental pathway.
Period
Expected selection differential, cm. or oo8 cm. The assumptions underlying this estimate, which is nearly half of the gain per generation (oi88 cm.) attained in the early period, are likely to err in a direction leading to the attribution of too great an influence to differential fecundity, but bias in the reverse direction is not precluded. It may perhaps be agreed that the lower fecundity of dams with genotypes for higher shank length definitely results in some reduction in gains, that not improbably the reduction due to this cause may be nearly half the rate of gain achieved in the early period of selection, and that a still greater effect, though rather unlikely, is not disproved by the data. In addition to the adverse natural selection between families due to larger dams having fewer offspring, there would also be some selection within families if the decrease in number of measured offspring per dam in the plateau period of selection, as compared to the early period, is due in part to the elimination within each family of genotypes for longer shank length. The intensity of this selection depends on unknown factors, such as the degree of possible negative correlation between genotype for hatchability and genotype for shank length. The following calculations based on postulates, very unfavourable for attaining gains, show that the within-families natural selection probably accounts for only a small portion of the decrease in rate of gain under artificial selection. The number of pullets per ioo fertile eggs set has been found to be i88 in the plateau period as compared to 243 in the early period, a drop of 22 6 per cent. Elimination of the 226 per cent. of the highest individuals in a normal distribution lowers the mean by 0 3885 standard deviations. However, it is extremely unlikely that the elimination is confined to the highest genotypes only, because the heritability of hatchability must be considerably lower than unity, as must also be the genetic correlation between hatchability and shank length. The value o 5 is an overestimate of the product of the square root of the heritability and genetic correlation so that the decrease in genotype for shank length is almost certainly less than 05 Xo3885 or 01943 standard deviations. This figure does not take into account the finite size of the families, which further decreases the shift in mean due to elimination of better genotypes. The genetic variance within families may be taken as approximately equal to one half the total genetic variance or (from table 2) as oo62/2 = 0031 ; the genetic standard deviation is the square root of this or 0I76. Multiplying the latter figure by oI943 yields oo34, which is less than a fifth of the gain per year achieved during the early years of selection. This component of natural selection for short shanks might then account for as much as, although probably less than, a fifth of the observed decrease in rate of gain.
It may be next argued that differential fertility of the males (on The situation differs from that of the female parents in that the ratio of the realised to the expected selection differential in both periods exceeded unity, and in that the ratio shows a slight increase in the later period. In other words, while attrition of selection pressure applied on the maternal side can be demonstrated to have occurred, the paternal side seems to be free from this effect. This is also borne out indirectly by analyses of variance of the number of offspring (relative to the average in any given year) measured per dam. It may be seen from the following table that it is the dam rather than the sire that is mainly responsible for the negative correlation between genotype for shank length and the number of offspring, since the variance component due to differences between sires is in each of the periods analysed less than a twentieth of that due to the differences between dams, and not significant in terms of the latter. It may thus be seen that with respect to shank length, where a plateau has been reached before genetic variability was exhausted, 84 I. M. LERNER AND E. R. DEMPSTER we have evidence that genetic homeostasis is mediated at least in part by natural selection operating on the reproductive fitness (hatchability and to some extent egg production and chick viability) of the dams chosen. Should this process and the posible intra-family offspring elimination be insufficient to account for cessation of progress-and their estimated magnitudes suggest that they are not likely to account for much more than half of the reduction in the rate of gain-non-additive gene action must be postulated.
This can take a number of different forms. For instance, if dominance of genes for long shanks is involved, it is possible that the frequency of the recessives has been reduced to such an extent that dominance deviations began to contribute significantly to nonadditive genetic variance (in relative if not in absolute terms of magnitude). While there is no evidence for dominance in the crosses between the selected and the control lines reported by Lerner (1943) , this possibility cannot be entirely dismissed.
Another type of non-additiveness may be found if overdominance exists, or, in other words, if selection has been directed towards heterozygotes. When sufficient data are available, this possibility can be checked by the technique suggested by Lerner (1950) of comparing the phenotypic variation of daughters of long and shortshanked dams mated to the same sire. Finally, some form of epistasis may be present. The data at hand are inadequate to answer the question of non-additive gene action, but experiments involving relaxation of selection, further crosses between lines, and diallel matings are being initiated for this purpose. SELECTION 
FOR EGG PRODUCTION
We may next turn to the second of the experiments available for this study, that on the selection for a high hen-housed average egg production (production index). The details of this project have been elaborated in several previous publications, all of the pertinent details having been summarised by Lerner (1950) . Table 4 gives the size of the population and the production index for each year. The latter is an average measure of egg production based on the total performance of an unculled group of pullets from the beginning of lay through 3oth September of their second year of life. For reasons discussed in the section of this paper dealing with the shanklength selection experiment, the present study of selection differentials is confined to dams mated for the first time. Since within the period reported upon here, these in an overwhelming majority were two years old, the population studied has been restricted to dams of this age. Thus the performance of offspring reported in table 4 refers to birds hatched two years later than their dams.
Some of the columns in table 4 may require further comment. The production index of the selected dams (column 5) is, of course, I. M. LERNER AND E. R. DEMPSTER equivalent to the "survivors' production ", since only birds living through the first laying year were available for selection in the second laying year. Since the primary criterion of selection was the family average, the production indexes of families selected are given in column 6. The number of female offspring in the next generation.
from the number of dams specified in column 4 is given in column 7, and the percentage that they form of the total ivsmber in the flock of their particular generation is shown in column 8. Finally columns 9 and io show the comparison between the production indexes of the group of offspring from 2-year-old dams and of the total population. It may be noted here in passing that the weighted average production index of the offspring of dams mated for the first time exceeds that of all other dams by approximately 4 eggs. The direction of this difference runs counter to the indications previously obtained from a restricted sample by Lerner and Hazel (i4) , but tends to support the ideas advanced by Dempster and Lerner (1947) regarding the limited contribution progeny testing has made to the advances in.
egg production obtained in this flock.
It is impossible to say with certainty whether the flock has reached a plateau with respect to the production index. The inter-year variation appears to be so great as to preclude the possibility or establishing this point. It seems reasonably clear, however, that the rate of advance has tended to decline. Thus, the regression of gain on year in the period 1933-42 has been found to be 6oo eggs, while that for the period 1939-48, only 2-95 eggs.* The question then still may be brought up whether the balance between artificial selection in one direction and natural selection in the other has played any role in the attenuation of the rate of gain. It may first be noted without entering any details that unpublished data of Lerner and Cruden indicate no exhaustion of genetic variability in the production index (as judged from intra-year heritability estimates). The situation thus parallels that found in the shank- The computations leading to the answer to the question posed * Lerner and Hazel (1947) gave the regression for the period of 1933-44 as 537 eggs.
The error for i noted in the footnote to table 4 calls for a revision of their figure t 515 eggs, which, of course, in rio way affects either their or subsequent conclusions by Dempster and Lerner (5947) and Lerner (1950). regarding the possible role of polygenic or other form of balance for egg production are analogous to those carried out for shank length. However, instead of the ratio between the realised and the expected selection differentials, it is more illuminating to compute the difference between them. As shown in table 5 the birds with higher egg production actually produced somewhat more female offspring entering laying pens, since the realised selection differential exceeded the expected one by O22 eggs in the first, and by o66 eggs in the second period considered. Elimination of the possible effects of the sires on these figures, by computing the selection differentials within sires, leaves this conclusion unchanged, the excess of the realised over the expected selection differential being o13 and i 27 eggs for the two respective periods. Similar considerations of the family selection differentials confirms the lack of any balance mechanism. Undoubtedly, neither the figure of -037 eggs for the first period nor that of o3I eggs for the -second for the differences between the realised and the expected differentials deviate significantly from zero. Furthermore, the change in the direction of the difference is opposite to the one expected should the balance mechanism have been involved in the reduction of obtained gains. There seems to be but little doubt then that, in the case of selection for egg production, attrition of artificial selection pressure by natural selection for fitness has not played any significant role in this flock up to this time. It seems premature at this stage to enter speculations regarding the possible role of non-additive gene action in limiting the rate of genetic progress in the production index. Before proceeding with a general discussion, comparable figures for two other economically important characters may be given. The traits considered are egg weight and sexual maturity, and from the data given in table 6 it should be apparent that once more there is. no evidence that the balance between each of the traits and fitness plays a major role. It is, however, possible that here the balance may exist between these traits and egg production. Thus the selection pressure applied to the flock was primarily based on the number of eggs and viability. If birds laying too small or too large eggs do not lay or live as well as those with an intermediate size, the artificial selection pressure for egg weight may not have been unidirectionally applied and on the average was close to zero. The case of sexual maturity may fall in the same category, especially in view of the non-linear correlation between it and egg number observed by Knox (1930) . It is an attractive hypothesis, and one that has met with a degree of success, that the construction of efficient selection indexes and the rough estimation of the rates of improvement to be achieved by selection of measurable characters of economic importance in domestic animals can be based on the postulates that the genetic variance is in large part additive in nature, and that such non-additive genetic variance as may exist has the same significance with respect to gains from selection as environmental variations from individual to individual. Although this simple model may be adequate in the early stages of a selection programme, it is certainly conceivable that the genetic and environmental relationships could become more complicated after sufficiently prolonged selection. Some theoretical possibilities are that the additive variance will approach exhaustion, that non-additive variation may increase to some extent, that it may no longer be neutral in its effects but may necessitate a positive selection intensity to prevent retrogression, and that negative correlations may appear between genotypes for the selected characters including components of fitness which, by definition, are subject to natural selection. All these possible hindrances may be studied on the genetic level in terms of variation and correlation ; in some cases no doubt they may be effectively approached in terms of physiological limits and incompatibilities. Certainly, many attacks from many different standpoints will be required for a general understanding of the problems raised. The present paper attempts an analysis of some of the factors that may lead to a lowered response to selection in two poultry experiments of many years' duration.
It is shown above that selection for long shanks in a small population of White Leghorns over a span of eleven years (equivalent to eleven generations as far as the pullet and cockerel selections are concerned) led to a considerable increase in shank length during the first half and apparent cessation of gains during the latter half of the period. During this time there was no net decrease of phenotypic variability of shank length, nor are the estimates of heritability and of genetic variance, based on half and full sib correlations, any lower during the last half of the experiment than during the early period. Two possible reasons for the cessation of gains suggest themselves, namely, a change in the nature of the genetic variance and a counteracting tendency of natural selection. It is planned to test the first of these possibilities, which cannot be adequately evaluated front present data, in future experiments. The second possibility has been shown to exist to some degree. The data and the computations indicate that nearly one-half of the rate of gain achieved in the first period of selection may be counteracted in the second period by a negative correlation between genotypes of the dams for shank length and hatchability of their eggs, and that selective elimination among the offspring of individual dams might lead to some further reduction which, however, is probably considerably less than one-fifth of the early rate of gain. Some of the postulates on which the calculations are based may correspond only in a rough way with the actual situation. For example, it is unlikely that the regression of genotype for shank length on number of offspring of dams is strictly linear; it is entirely possible that the highest genotypes for shank length produce very few offspring and that the average and lower genotypes found among the dams produce approximately equal numbers. A non-linearity of this general type could result in greater attrition of gains than is indicated on the basis of the postulates adopted for computation. Due to uncertainties of this type, as well as to sampling errors, it cannot be positively affirmed that natural selection for shorter shanks does not account in toto for the cessation o[ gains ; on the other hand, the data show with a high degree of probability that adverse natural selection is at least in part responsible. It is reasonable to suppose that the negative correlation between genotypes for fitness and for shank length has been caused by the prolonged selection for both, a possibility that has been predicted from theoretical considerations by a number of authors (see, for example, Lerner, 1950) , and shown to occur to a high degree in the long-term selection experiments with Drosophila by Mather and Harrison (i4) .
The selection for production index has continued for a longer period of time, although the number of generations involved is not necessarily different from that of the shank length experiment, largely because pullet selection was not used in the former. The size of the production flock is much greater and the inbreeding has been less as has also been the intensity of genetic selection due to the much lower heritability of production index as compared to shank length. In some ways, therefore, the production index experiment, may be considered to be in a somewhat earlier stage than the shank length experiment, although the possible physiological limit of an egg a day is approached by some birds, whereas no obvious physiological limit to shank length is as yet apparent. Although there are some indications that the rate of increase in production index in the later years was less than in the early years (or possibly gain has ceased entirely), the magnitude of the inter-seasonal variation precludes a definite judgment on this point. On the other hand, the dams with a high production index have as many offspring as (in fact, slightly more than) dams with a lower production index; such change in this respect as the data indicate, although probably statistically insignificant, is in the direction of an increased positive correlation between genotypes for production index and fitness. The notable difference between the two experiments in correlation between fitness and the character selected for may be due, in part at least, to the fact that production index includes one aspect of fitness, so that the component that these two characters have in common would favour a positive correlation SELECTION IN POULTRY 9! between them. In addition, there has been some direct selection fbr number of offspring produced by a dam. However, neither the common component of fitness and production index, nor the direct selection for number of offspring, could preclude a decrease in correlation on continued selection. A priori it would be expected that some negative correlation should have been induced between production index and some aspect of fitness that does not directly enter into the production index, as, for example, the proportion of fertile eggs that hatch. It is planned to present an analysis of this relationship elsewhere.
APPENDIX
Calculated reduction in gain due to differential fecundity of dams As indicated in the text, the computations are based on the postulate that the correlation between shank length and number of offspring of dams is entirely along the genotypic pathway; i.e. that the environmental variation, with genotype fixed, would not cause either a positive or negative correlation between these two variables. If such an environmentally caused correlation does in fact exist, our estimate of reduction in rate of gain will tend to be too high, except that if the environmental component were positive in sign and the genetic component negative, the bias would be reversed.
In fig. i , the ordinates represent phenotypes and the abscissze represent genotypes. Heritability is taken as o269, the estimate given in table 2 for the plateau period, and the environmental standard deviation is used as a convenient unit of measurement for both the phenotypic and genotypic scales. The straight line at 450 is the regression of phenotype for shank length on genotype for shank length, the mean phenotype being equal to the genotype by definition. The two ellipses are contours of equal density at one and two standard deviations, normality being assumed.
Although some family selection has been utilised, the calculations are based on the postulate that the selection of pullets for parentage is based solely on individual shank length and that a certain proportion of the pullets of each generation is required for use as dams. This neglect of family selection leads to some overestimation of the inhibiting effects of the differential reproduction, but whatever error may be due to this necessary simplification is considerably reduced (although not completely eliminated) by taking, for purposes of calculation, not the actual proportion of pullets utilised as parents but the somewhat larger proportion that would just account (on the assumption of normality) for the observed phenotypic differential in mass selection.
Thus, for the plateau period of selection, the average unweighted phenotypic selection differential is 0407 cm. or 08378 standard deviations. The tail of a unit normal distribution whose mean is equal to this value has an area of O4753. This proportion of the If therefore, the regression of number of offspring on genotype for shank length reduces the weighted mean phenotype of dams by O•93 cm., it must have reduced the weighted mean genotype by OO93/04243 or O2I9 cm. This is sufficiently close to the figure of o224 obtained by the more laborious process of dividing a normal distribution into segments of equal area. Applying the simpler procedure to the data of the early period during which gains were achieved, a figure of oo59 is obtained.
Since about half the gains may be expected to be achieved by selection of dams, and since, as shown in the main text, there is no evidence for differential reproduction of sires of different genotypic shank length, the reduction in the genotypes of offspring should be about half those computed for the genotypes of the dams. Thus the loss in gain due solely to the fact that the better dams have fewer offspring is 0.224/2 or oi i cm. in the period of the plateau, and 0.059/2 or oo3 cm. in the period of gains. The difference between these two figures, oo8 cm. then represents the amount of reduction in gain per generation attributable to the adverse effect of natural selection under the postulated conditions.
